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If 2018 was the year of change, then 2019 was the year
fueled with new beginnings. Our new research
projects were sponsored and recognized by federal
government agencies and world leading
organizations. Our new distinguished lecture series
convened thought leaders from the industry, academia
and government to inform us on a wide variety of
issues in cybersecurity.
In 2019, we also expanded our reach and collaborated
with visionaries in this country to refine our strategical
vision and form our unique positioning.
In 2020, we will double our efforts to address the
global opportunities and challenges posed by the
prevalence of computing and the rise of artificial
intelligence (AI).

LETTER
FROM
DIRECTOR
2019 was an extremely busy and
productive year for us at the Kogod
Cybersecurity Governance Center (KCGC)!
In the past year, we gratefully received a
new research grant from the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), continued our multiple projects
funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF), published our highimpact research results about supply
chain cybersecurity, insider threats,
privacy and data anonymization, and
hosted an incredible line-up of speakers
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at KCGC distinguished lecture series. We
organized our first research roundtable to
help business faculty members prepare
their proposals for NSF programs in
economics, management, organizational
behavior, and social sciences.
When I am writing this letter, our nation is
in the midst of the COVID-19 crisis. While
the pandemic created many hardships for
KCGC researchers and students, it also
offered us an important lesson on the role
of cybersecurity and privacy in our society:
Through the public discourse on contact
tracing for COVID-19, it became
abundantly clear that a broad consensus
was still lacking on many key issues
surrounding the ideal of responsible data
practices: from the efficacy and
transparency of data anonymization to the
identification and accountability of
algorithmic bias. It is extremely important
for further research in these areas to
accelerate the development and adoption
of consensual standards, as evidenced by
how disagreements and, sometimes, a
lack of understanding on these essential
issues delayed or even derailed wellintentioned efforts for combating
COVID-19 in countries around the world.

To this end, I was proud to see the new
initiatives from the faculty fellows of
KCGC, like the launch of our Robust
Analytics Lab, which aims to redefine the
properties of responsible data
management for business through a
number of research projects on
algorithmic fairness, analytical
transparency and accountability, and data
protection. Collectively, these ongoing
projects aim to develop the algorithmic
techniques necessary to support the goals
of fairness / transparency / data protection
through all stages of the data analytics
lifecycle: beginning with data collection
and acquisition, through cleaning,
integration, analysis and ultimately
business decision making.
So many of you were involved as
collaborators, supporters, friends, and
thought-partners in our journey at KCGC
in 2019. In particular, I would like to
welcome the newest members of our
advisory board: Patricia Collins Weedon,
SVP and Global CISO of Discovery Inc.,
Elizabeth Petrie, Director of Cyber Threat
Risk Management at Citi, Mary Culnan,
Board VP, Future of Privacy Forum, and
Allan Friedman, Director of Cybersecurity
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Initiatives at Department of
Commerce. I would also like to thank
Michael Daly, CTO for Cybersecurity &
Special Missions at Raytheon, for
stepping up as the new chair of the
KCGC advisory board. To all of you
who inspired and supported us in
2019, we thank you for the meaning
you brought to our work.
Here’s our quick KCGC Year in
Review - Please take some time to
read more about our
accomplishments over the past
year. We look forward to continuing
collaborations and partnerships over
the next year and beyond!

Heng Xu

AWARDS

IN 2019, KCGC RESEARCHERS
RECEIVED SEVERAL DISTINGUISHED
AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

2019 RESEARCH HIGHLIGHT AWARD

From ACM SIGMOD, the premier international organization for data
management and data analytics researchers.
Dr. Nan Zhang and his coauthors received a Research Highlight
Award from the Association for Computing Machinery's Special
Interest Group on Management of Data (ACM SIGMOD) for their work
on “Efficient Signal Reconstruction for a Broad Range of Applications.”
According to Dr. Zachary Ives (Adani President’s Distinguished
Professor and Department Chair of Computer & Information Science)
from University of Pennsylvania, this work “is notable because it
scalably addresses an under-served problem with practical impact,
and illustrates the potential benefits of connecting important
optimization problems with database approximate query processing
techniques.”
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Best Paper Award 2019, Consumer 360° Track

From the American Marketing Association Academic Conference
The paper, “How Much Choice is Too Much? A Machine Learning
Based Meta-Analysis of Choice Overload”, was co-authored by Heng
Xu and Nan Zhang. It reveals new insights about the extensively
studied choice overload effect by developing a novel meta-analysis
method based on the recent advances of theoretical machine
learning.

Best Paper Nomination 2019

From the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences
“Protecting Privacy on Social Media: Is Consumer Privacy SelfManagement Sufficient”, a paper co-authored by Yaqoub Alsarkal,
Nan Zhang, and Heng Xu, won a best paper nomination from the
Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences. The paper
illustrates a fundamental limit of privacy self-management solutions
for social-media platforms: their inability to control the co-disclosure
of privacy by an individual’s friends.

RESEARCH
GRANTS

IN 2019, KCGC RECEIVED A NEW
RESEARCH GRANT FROM DARPA

THEORE: Using Machine Learning to Study Human Behavior

Theory-Driven Curation and Reusable Evaluation of Research
Claims in Social and Behavioral Sciences
Dr. Nan Zhang and Dr. Heng Xu got a new research grant from the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The
overall objective of this grant is to respond to a famous quote by
Senator Walter Mondale: "for every study that contains a
recommendation, there is another, equally well documented
study, challenging the conclusions of the first". If successful, this
project will demonstrate the feasibility of using machine learning
to collectively reason about potentially conflicting research claims
found in social and behavioral studies. The results of this work
may help DARPA better leverage the social and behavioral
sciences for insights and theories that can help address critical
complex national security questions.
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Situation-Aware Identification and Rectification of Regrettable Privacy Decisions
Funded by the National Science Foundation, 2018-2022

People today are faced with many data disclosure decisions in their daily interactions
with mobile devices. Despite numerous efforts to help individuals make better privacy
decisions, users still make mistakes and regret their privacy decisions. This project
sponsored by NSF and directed by Heng Xu and Nan Zhang casts a fresh perspective on
Privacy-by-Redesign by helping users revisit and rectify past privacy decisions.

Establishing and Boosting Confidence Levels for Empirical Research Using Twitter
Funded by the National Science Foundation, 2018-2021

Concerns about a reproducibility crisis in scientific research have become increasingly
prevalent within the academia and to the public at large. This $400K project sponsored
by NSF and directed by Heng Xu and Nan Zhang examines the inconsistent handling of
organic data among scholarly publications in social and behavioral sciences, in order to
assess the confidence (or the lack thereof) in the conclusions drawn from data analysis.

The Generalizability and Replicability of Twitter Data for Population Research
Funded by the National Science Foundation, 2018-2021

This $500K project funded by NSF aims to evaluate the extent to which Twitter users
represent the population across different demographic groups. Heng Xu, is a CoInvestigator, in collaboration with a group of social scientists at Penn State.

A core mission of KCGC is to conduct world-class
research on cybersecurity and privacy.

Research
Highlights

JAY SIMON
AYMAN OMAR
IT & ANALYTICS

Cybersecurity Investments in the Supply Chain

Supply chains consist of several interconnected firms that
often make many decisions independently of one another.
This independent decision-making presents challenges when
searching for the best possible policies and investments
related to cybersecurity risk management across supply
chains. Senior executives are constantly trying to determine
the appropriate levels of investments in cybersecurity, and
most investment decisions are made in silos without taking
other critical organizations in the supply chain into
consideration. For example, a large retailer might invest substantial sums of money to keep
customer data protected, as the negative publicity and loss of trust associated with a breach would
carry an enormous cost. However, a supplier with whom the retailer shares customer data might
be less incentivized to do so, since the cost of a breach to the supplier is relatively small. In
general, cyberattacks on a firm include both direct costs to that firm, as well as indirect costs to
other firms in its supply chain. Improving the operational and financial performance of companies
within a supply chain is only achieved when there is some level of coordination and collaboration in
place, and cybersecurity investment decisions are no different. Without explicit coordination, it is
very unlikely that these firms will act in a way that is optimal for the overall supply chain.
We analyze this problem using a game theory approach called an attacker-defender model, which
is commonly used in counterterrorism. Each of the firms in the supply chain is a defender, and
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must choose how much to invest in cybersecurity. The attacker observes these investment levels,
and then has some probability of targeting each firm in the supply chain. The attacker is not a
specific person or group; (s)he is meant to be representative of a population of potential attackers.
We allow the attacker-defender model to vary in two specific ways: 1) whether or not the attacker
is strategic, i.e. attacks specific or more appealing targets more often, and 2) whether the
defenders’ cybersecurity investment decisions are coordinated or made independently.
After applying this model, we observe several interesting findings: First and foremost, if attackers
are not strategic (i.e. they simply attack firms randomly), then, if the firms (defenders) do not
coordinate, they will systematically underinvest in cybersecurity. The benefits of a firm’s
cybersecurity investment on the rest of the supply chain are an example of a positive externality;
other parties not involved in the investment decision are helped by it. Without coordination,
externalities (positive or negative) tend to be ignored when a firm or an individual person makes
decisions. Furthermore, the more interdependent the firms are, the greater the degree of
underinvestment. That is, if the spillover effects on other nodes from an attack are large, then
firms will underinvest substantially in cybersecurity if they do not coordinate.
We expand these results by allowing for strategic attackers, where the probability of a firm being
attacked is increasing with the expected damage from an attack on that firm. If firms act
independently, strategic attackers lead to increased cybersecurity investments, counterbalancing
the underinvestment observed in our first result. This occurs because when a firm invests in
cybersecurity, it now receives an additional “benefit” of transferring some attack probability to
other firms. For example, if the large retailer’s supplier mentioned earlier is relatively unaffected
by an attack on the retailer, the supplier may overinvest instead to reduce the probability of being
attacked directly. However, if indirect damages to a firm are substantial relative to direct damages
on the firm when attacked, the underinvestment effect persists. It is also possible that some firms
will underinvest, and others will overinvest.
Coordinating cybersecurity investments throughout the supply chain can eliminate these inefficient
and potentially harmful outcomes and ensure an optimum level of investment that provides the
most efficient use of resources across supply chain firms. Therefore, we recommend that firms
develop collaborative mechanisms for coordinating their cybersecurity investments with other
supply chain firms.

View more at american.edu/kogod/research/cybergov/

GWANHOO LEE
IT & ANALYTICS

A Chronological Review of Empirical Research on Personal Information
Privacy Concerns
As concerns about personal information privacy (PIP) continue to grow, an increasing number
of studies have empirically investigated the phenomenon. However, researchers are not well
informed about the shift of PIP research trends with time. In particular, there is a lack of
understanding of what constructs have been studied in what contexts. As a result,
researchers may design their study without sufficient guidance. This problem can lead to
unproductive efforts in advancing PIP research. Therefore, it is important and timely to review
prior PIP research to enhance our understanding of how it has evolved. We are particularly
interested in understanding the chronological changes in contexts and research constructs
studied. We use a chronological stage model of PIP research we develop, a set of contextual
variables identified from prior literature, and the four-party PIP model suggested by Conger et
al. (2013) as theoretical foundations to conduct a chronological literature review of empirical
PIP concern studies. We find several PIP research trends during the last two decades, such as
the quantity of PIP research has drastically increased; the variety of contexts and research
constructs being studied has increased substantially; and many constructs have been studied
only once while only a few have been repeatedly studied. We also find that the focus of PIP
research has shifted from general/unspecified contexts to specific ones. We discuss the
contributions of the study and recommendations for future research directions. We propose a
fifth party as an emergent player in the ecosystem of PIP and call for future research that
investigates it.
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Casey Evans
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Piloting the Exchange of Insider Threat Reports
Research published by the SWIFT Institute in August 2017, titled “Sharing Insider Threat
Indicators: Examining the Potential Use of SWIFT’s Messaging Platform to Combat Cyber Fraud”
proposed a protocol for sharing insider threat activities between financial institutions.
Building from the assumption that cyber criminals work off a shared services model to give
them access to infrastructure, tools, targets and options for monetizing their exploits, the
research asserted the strengthening of communication channels for defenders to share real
time threat information is essential to pre-empting cyber fraud. A pilot to test this information
sharing protocol through the development of an Insider Threat Report (ITR) message type was
initiated in late September 2017. The pilot ran for 12 months during which time participants
from financial and investment services firms worked together to validate a set of insider threat
indicators based on actual use cases from internal investigations and customized the ITR fields
for transmitting the information over the SWIFT messaging platform. The pilot concluded with a
number of findings on key challenges to this level of information sharing that, until resolved,
will prevent member organizations from formalizing their engagement on this effort.
For example, the pilot highlighted the need for a common lexicon for standardizing the
classification of threats so when threats are reported, a comparison can be made with internal
case information to see if there are similarities. The pilot also identified cultural, legal and
regulatory considerations around sharing information, and the cultural norms were found to be
as important as the legal and regulatory restrictions.

Clockwise: 1) Heng Xu giving an invited talk
about privacy research at School of
Business, George Washington University. 2)
Nan Zhang speaking at a panel about organic
data research in the 2019 annual conference
of the society for industrial and
organizational psychology (SIOP). 3) Heng Xu
speaking about cybersecurity research at
Embassy of Italy’s cybersecurity day event.
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IN THE PRESS
JULY 2019

Continuing collaborations with the
SANS Institute, KCGC provided all
data analysis support for this
annual data-driven report on the
state of the security awareness
program in the US and beyond.

IMPORTANCE TO KOGOD STUDENTS

▶

This year’s report calls for more
non-technical talents with strong
communications and marketing
skills to join the cybersecurity workforce (see page 21, ”those most familiar with the
technologies often suffer from a condition referred to as the 'Curse of Knowledge’”).
This refers to a cognitive bias and means that the more expertise a person has on a
subject, the more difficult it can be for them to teach or communicate about it. Security
professionals often perceive security, especially security awareness, as being 'simple'
because it, and the related technology, are a part of their day-to-day life. Experts can
make assumptions that security and technology are 'common knowledge' for everyone
else and they then often build their awareness program based on these
misconceptions. As a result, what experts tend to communicate might not align with
what non-experts need to comprehend and apply." Therefore, strong communications
and marketing skills are a critical component to improve the effectiveness of an
awareness program. Yet a majority (80%) of current security awareness professionals
come from technical background; less than 20% have a non-technical background such
as communications, marketing, or human resources. This result suggests potential
cybersecurity career paths for Kogod students to consider.
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KCGC DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES
Started in February 2019

KCGC started its all-new distinguished lecture series in Fall, 2019 with the theme
“Bridging research and practice”. Since the inauguration of the series, renowned
researchers and practitioners from academia, industry and government have shared
with Kogod researchers and students their insights on problems and challenges across
the broad domain of information security and privacy.
2019 Speakers (alphabetic order):
John Brady, FINRA

Allan Friedman, Department of Commerce

Michael Daly, Raytheon

Kevin Kirst, Charles River Associates

Sauvik Das, Georgia Tech

Sasha Romanosky, RAND

New Course:
Cyber Analytics
Dr. Nan Zhang offered a new course
“cybersecurity analytics” in Fall, 2019.
The course covers a variety of analytics
techniques for cybersecurity applications,
from data collection and management to
machine learning and visualization, and
discusses their roles in strengthening the
defense of critical cyber assets in today's
cybersecurity landscape.

Roundtable:
Research Funding
The roundtable discussion is designed to
help business faculty members to
prepare their proposals to target NSF
programs in economics, management
science, organizational behavior, and
social sciences. Two recent NSF
awardees (Nathen Larson from
Economics/CAS, and Heng Xu) shared
their experience.
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In order to pursue world-class research on
cybersecurity and privacy, KCGC relies on the
support from Kogod leadership and our sponsors
listed on the next page.
We are very grateful for their extremely generous
support, which enabled the many initiatives
described in the report.

Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or
recommendations expressed in this report and any
other material published by the Center or its members
are those of the author(s) only and do not reflect the
views of the sponsors.
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